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Abstract. Cardiac motion is inherently tied to the disease state of the
heart, and as such can be used to identify the presence and extent of dif-
ferent cardiac pathologies. Abnormal cardiac motion can manifest at dif-
ferent spatial scales of the myocardium depending on the disease present.
The importance of spatial scale in the analysis of cardiac motion has not
previously been explicitly investigated. In this paper, a novel approach
is presented for analysing myocardial strains at different spatial scales
using a cardiac motion atlas to find the optimal scales for (1) predict-
ing response to cardiac resynchronisation therapy and (2) identifying the
presence of strict left bundle-branch block in a patient cohort of 34. Opti-
mal spatial scales for the two applications were found to be 4% and 16%
of left ventricular volume with accuracies of 84.8±8.4% and 81.3±12.6%,
respectively, using a repeated, stratified cross-validation.
1 Introduction
Cardiac motion is driven by the underlying electromechanics and perfusion, and
has been increasingly assessed to predict the state and extent of cardiac disease.
The comparison of cardiac motion across subject cohorts has been facilitated
in recent years by the development of statistical motion atlases. A motion atlas
entails the normalisation of subjects’ cardiac geometry and motion both spa-
tially and over time. Motion atlases have been used to identify abnormal cardiac
motion [7,6,13], to predict scar location in the left ventricle (LV) [8,14], and to
parcellate the LV based on motion as an alternative to AHA segments [1].
The importance of spatial scale in the analysis of cardiac motion has not been
extensively investigated, despite the importance of scale in cardiac structure and
function. As an example, the branching structure of the coronary vasculature
follows power law relationships [3], and vessel generation has been shown to
follow a power law in relation to downstream myocardial volume [12,17]. Disease
in the coronary circulation is also known to manifest at different scales, both in
the large coronary arteries and also at the microvascular scale [5]. Disease in the
coronary circulation at different vessel scales entails different manifestations of
perfusion abnormalities affecting function. This suggests that abnormal cardiac
motion may manifest at different spatial scales depending on the disease, and
that by extension there may be a characteristic tissue spatial scale at which
cardiac deformation may be most predictive for different applications.
In this paper we present a novel framework based on computing strain at
different spatial scales in the LV. This framework incorporates the use of a
motion atlas with dimensionality reduction using principal component analysis
(PCA) and classification using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to identify
the unique scale at which cardiac strain is most strongly predictive of different
clinical parameters. We analyse myocardial strain due to its intrinsic link to
tissue contractility, and due to its increased use in the clinical literature for
the assessment of regional cardiac function (eg. [9]). In this study we apply our
framework to the assessment of cardiac deformation at different scales in a cohort
of cardiac resynchronisation therapy (CRT) patients, as detailed below.
2 Methods and Materials
2.1 Clinical Data
CRT is used to treat patients with electro-mechanical dyssynchrony which dimin-
ishes systolic function and can result in heart failure. Current clinical selection
criteria for patients to undergo CRT include a NYHA functional class of II to
IV, a QRS duration >120ms, and an LV ejection fraction (EF) <35% [11]. Re-
sponse to CRT is defined as a decrease in end-systolic volume ≥ 15%. Under
the current criteria, approximately 30% of patients undergoing CRT are non-
responders, and improving on these criteria is an active field of research [11].
One factor influencing CRT response is the presence of strict left bundle-branch
block (LBBB), defined by a longer QRS duration (≥ 140ms in men and ≥ 130ms
in women) and a mid-QRS notching [19], and characterised by dyssynchronous
contraction of the septum relative to the LV lateral wall. While LBBB has a
characteristic large-scale motion abnormality, it is yet unknown whether there is
a particular scale of cardiac motion that distinguishes CRT responders’ hearts
from those of non-responders. A cohort of 34 CRT patients was considered in
this study. LBBB was identified in 23/34 patients pre-CRT, and at a 6 month
follow-up 26/34 patients were determined to be responders to CRT. The clas-
sification tasks considered in this study (see Section 3) are the identification of
LBBB and the prediction of CRT response. Note that the prediction of CRT
response was performed prospectively, i.e. using pre-CRT imaging data.
All patients underwent MR imaging before CRT using a 1.5T scanner (Achieva,
Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands), with the acquisition of ECG-gated, breath-
hold cine-MR and T-MR (3D-tagged) sequences. A single multi-slice short axis
(SA) and three single-slice long axis (LA) cine-MR sequences were acquired. Slice
thickness was 8mm and 10mm for SA and LA sequences respectively, with an in-
plane resolution for both of ≈ 1.4mm. Three orthogonal T-MR sequences were
combined to produce a 3D+ t image with ≈ 1.0mm isotropic resolution. The SA
and LA cine-MR sequences were rigidly aligned to the T-MR coordinate system,
compensating for motion occurring between sequential breath-holds. The T-MR
sequence was chosen as reference as it was free from respiratory motion.
2.2 Spatio-temporal Motion Atlas
A motion atlas of the LV was formed to allow comparison of motion between pa-
tients. This process was based on frameworks proposed in a number of previous
works (e.g. [6,13]). The main novelty in this study is the computation of myocar-
dial strains at different spatial scales from a deforming LV point-cloud, and the
investigation of application-specific scales for subsequent analysis. A framework
for this approach is shown in Fig. 1, with the steps therein detailed below.
A) LV Geometry Definition. The LV myocardium was manually seg-
mented in the end-diastolic (ED) SA stack and 3 LA slices, excluding papillary
muscles. The segmentations from the SA and LA images were subsequently fused
and manually smoothed at a 2mm isotropic resolution. Following the identifica-
tion of anatomical landmarks, a statistical shape model (SSM) was optimised to
fit to the endocardial and epicardial surfaces of the LV binary segmentation [2],
providing point-correspondence between patient hearts. The overlap of the SSM
with each patient’s LV geometry was visually assessed and the above process
refined if necessary to ensure suitable overlap for subsequent motion tracking.
In order to reduce the number of vertices of the SSM surface mesh (≈ 22000),
a medial surface with regularly sampled vertices (≈ 3000) was generated via
a combination of ray-casting and homogeneous downsampling followed by cell
subdivision. Point-correspondence was retained by applying the same approach
to each patient based on the initial point-correspondence of the SSM.
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Fig. 1: An illustration of the proposed framework, with reference to relevant sections.
B) Motion Tracking. The high resolution 3D+ t T-MR sequence was then
used for motion tracking. DICOM header information was used to determine the
fraction of the cardiac cycle over which each 3D+t T-MR sequence was acquired,
and temporal normalisation was performed for each patient, so that t ∈ [0, 1),
with 0 being ED and 1 being the end of the cardiac cycle. A 3D GPU-based
B-spline free-form deformation (FFD) registration was used [16] to estimate LV
motion between consecutive frames of the T-MR sequence. Subsequently, the
inter-frame transformations were composed to estimate motion between each
time frame and the ED time frame, producing a 3D+ t B-spline transformation,
ψ. In order to compare cardiac phases between patients, the reference ED medial
surface was warped using ψ over t ∈ [0, 1] at 30 equally spaced cardiac phases.
The typical available fraction of the cardiac cycle from each T-MR sequence
was 80%, so the first 24 frames of each transformation were used, t ∈ [0, 0.8].
The motion of each patient’s LV was therefore fully represented by 24 deformed
meshes.
C) Multiscale Strain Calculation. In addition to producing a medial
surface, the myocardial volume enclosed by the fitted SSM was sampled in a
regular grid with half the resolution of the T-MR images (i.e. with an isotropic
spacing of ≈ 2mm). This produced point-clouds with ≈ 30000 points for each
patient LV. The 3D+ t motion transformation ψ was applied to the point-cloud
to transform it to each of the cardiac phases at times, t, for each patient. At
time t=0, at each point, i, on the medial surface, Pmi,t=0, a neighbourhood of
K nearest-neighbour points in the point-cloud, {P pci,k,t=0}, k = 1, . . . ,K, were
selected. These points were selected based on a percentage volume of the LV,
representing a spatial scale. Six spatial scales were chosen following a power law,
namely Vs = 2
s%, s ∈ [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5], (i.e. 1%, 2%, 4%, 8%, 16%, 32%) of the total
LV volume, corresponding to approximately Ks = 300 × 2s, s ∈ [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
points in a neighbourhood at each respective scale. The method for computing
strain at each Pmi,t from its deforming neighbourhood {P pci,k,t}, k = 1, . . . ,K is
described below.
From large deformation mechanics, the deformation gradient tensor F maps
the relative spatial position of two neighbouring particles before deformation
(dX) to their relative spatial position after deformation (dx) [4]. The mapping
from the relative position at the ED time frame (dX) to that at every other time
frame (dxt) in the cardiac cycle can be expressed as dxt = FtdX. Considering a
point on the medial surface Pmi,t=0 and its point-cloud neighbourhood at a given
scale (s), {P pci,k,t=0}, k = 1, . . . ,Ks, the vector dXi,k ∈ R3 expresses the [x, y, z]
distance between the pair of points Pmi,t=0 and P
pc
i,k,t=0 at the undeformed ED
time frame, t = 0. Stacking these vectors for all k neighbours gives a matrix of
distances at ED, dXˆi ∈ RKs×3. At each consecutive time point, t, computing the
distances between the deformed medial surface point Pmi,t and the same (as at
ED) but deformed neighbours {P pci,k,t}, k = 1, . . . ,Ks, we get the deformed dis-
tance matrices dxˆi,t ∈ RKs×3. The deformation gradient Fi,t ∈ R3×3 satisfying
dxˆi,t = Fi,tdXˆi at medial surface point, i, and time, t, is then computed from
the least-squares minimisation of
∑
k
∥∥∥dxˆi,t − Fi,tdXˆi∥∥∥2. Neighbourhood strain
is computed using the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, Ei,t =
1
2 (F i,t
TFi,t − I).
For each patient, this computation was performed for every time frame, at every
medial surface vertex and for neighbourhoods at each spatial scale Vs. Compute
time for strain at all medial surface vertices for a given patient for a single frame
ranged from approximately 3s at V0 = 1% to 100s at V5 = 32% on 8 CPUs.
D) Spatial Normalisation. Differences in patient-specific LV geometries
result in a biased comparison of motion between patients, which spatial normal-
isation is used to correct. Strains were reoriented from the patient-specific to the
atlas coordinate space, similarly to how displacements [15] and velocities [6,7]
have previously been reoriented. For each patient n, strain in atlas space, Eatlasi,t,n ,
was computed via the Green-Lagrange strain tensor from the reoriented defor-
mation tensor F atlasi,t,n = Ji,φn,tF
pat
i,t,nJ
−1
i,φn,t
, where Ji,φn,t is the Jacobian at time
t of the patient-to-atlas transformation φn. Finally the reoriented strain E
atlas
i,t,n
was projected into a local atlas coordinate system in radial, r, longitudinal, l,
and circumferential, c, directions. The maximum eigenvalue of strain in each di-
rection was used to produce local strain magnitudes, eatlasi,t,n = [e
r
i,t,n, e
l
i,t,n, e
c
i,t,n],
for each patient, n, cardiac phase, t, and medial surface point, i, consistent with
a clinically used coordinate system [9]. Figure 2 illustrates the scale-dependent
strain magnitudes (i.e. the norm of eatlas at each vertex) at an end-systolic time
frame for a patient with LBBB.
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Fig. 2: Strain magnitude displayed at different spatial scales on the LV medial surface
at end-systole for a patient with LBBB (and septal flash), in a SA view (top) and a
posterior LA view (bottom). Positive strains (stretching) are observed more distinctly
in the septal region (red arrow) and negative strains (compression) are observed in the
LV lateral wall (blue arrow), most strongly at Vs = 16%.
2.3 Dimensionality Reduction and Classification
The local strains in atlas space eatlasi,t,n were concatenated into a single row vector
such that for patient n, eˆn ∈ RM , where M = (3 × T ×Nm), T is the number
of cardiac phases and Nm is the number of points in the atlas medial surface
mesh. The row vector for each patient was then stacked to produce a matrix
X =
[
eˆT1 , · · · , eˆTNp
]T
∈ RNp×M , where Np =number of patients. PCA was used
to reduce the dimensionality of X to form X˜ ∈ RNp×D (D M). LDA was used
to classify patients from this low dimensional embedding X˜. Different numbers
of PCA dimensions, Dj , were considered in the analysis.
In order to quantify accuracy as well as its standard deviation (SD) from this
dataset, a repeated, stratified cross-validation (RSCV) was performed on X˜j,s ∈
RN×Dj , for each scale Vs and number of dimensions Dj . This involved dividing
X˜j,s into training and validation data by randomly sampling from X˜j,s without
replacement, while ensuring balanced classes in both training and validation
datasets (‘stratified’), and repeating this process to obtain a range of accuracy
values at each Dj and Vs. A stratified approach to sampling was used since there
are imbalanced classes in the data for the classification tasks.
3 Experiments and Results
A ≈75/25 split was deemed suitable for the training data X˜trainj,s (26/34 patients)
and validation data X˜valj,s (8/34 patients), to allow for at least 2 observations from
the smallest class (CRT non-responders, 8/34) to be represented in the valida-
tion set of each RSCV repetition. Experiments showed that accuracies and SDs
stabilised after around 100 repetitions of the RSCV, which has been used for
all results below. The optimal scale and number of dimensions for prediction of
CRT response and identification of LBBB was selected as the combination of Vs
and Dj that maximised the classification accuracy from the RSCV. Given the
small size of the patient cohort (34 subjects), only up to the first 5 PCA dimen-
sions were assessed to avoid over-fitting, specifically Dj ∈ [2, 3, 4, 5]. Accuracies,
sensitivities and specificities are visualised in grids with respect to Vs (y-axis)
and Dj (x-axis), as shown in Figure 3.
Application 1: Predicting CRT response. The cohort included 26 re-
sponders (class 1) and 8 non-responders (class 0). The prediction outcomes at
different values of Dj and Vs are shown in Fig. 3 (top row). The optimal spatial
scale for predicting CRT response was Vs = 4% at Dj = 2, producing a pre-
diction accuracy = 84.8± 8.4% (1SD), sensitivity = 94.0± 8.1% and specificity
= 52.5± 34.2%.
Application 2: Identifying LBBB. The cohort included 23 patients with
strict LBBB (class 1) and 11 without it (class 0). LBBB identification outcomes
at different values of Dj and Vs are shown in Fig. 3 (bottom row). The optimal
spatial scale for classifying LBBB presence was Vs = 16% at Dj = 3, producing
an accuracy = 81.3± 12.6%, sensitivity = 90.2± 12.9% and specificity = 63.7±
25.9%. This large spatial scale shows correspondence to the strong signal at 16%
in the ED medial surface strain maps in Figure 2.
4 Discussion
We have proposed a novel method for analysing strain at different spatial scales
in the LV to identify an optimal scale for the classification of clinical param-
eters. Myocardial strain has not previously been analysed in the context of a
motion atlas, nor has it been applied to the prediction of CRT response in the
literature to the authors’ knowledge. The accuracy achieved with our approach
is comparable with the current state-of-the-art, where a volume-change systolic
dyssynchrony index reported in [18] produced 85% sensitivity and 82% speci-
ficity. A 76% sensitivity and 100% specificity was reported in [10] by identifying
a type II activation pattern.
Our results reveal that CRT response and LBBB are best predicted and iden-
tified, respectively, at different spatial scales. The larger optimal spatial scale of
16% for LBBB identification is consistent with the expected motion abnormality,
i.e. septal flash. Figure 2 also illustrates that at end-systole, for a patient with
LBBB, a visibly distinct difference in strains in the LV free wall and the septum
becomes apparent at the larger scales. This distinct pattern is present in most of
the patients with LBBB, and contributes to the high sensitivity (90.2± 12.9%)
of LBBB identification, whereas the lower specificity (63.7± 25.7%) may be due
to the presence of more varied deformation patterns amongst patients without
LBBB. Similarly, the high CRT response prediction sensitivity (94.0 ± 8.1%)
suggests responders are generally easily distinguishable by small scale strain
patterns, whereas correctly predicting the non-responders remains a challenge
given the low specificity (52.5±34.2%), and may also be due to the small number
of non-responders in the cohort.
Fig. 3: Accuracy (left), sensitivity (middle) and specificity (right) of the RSCV for
CRT response (top) and LBBB (bottom) classification. CRT response prediction has
the best accuracy at a spatial scale of 4%, showing high sensitivity at lower scales,
and peak specificity at 4%. LBBB identification has peak accuracy, sensitivity and
specificity at a scale of 16%, performing best at lower Dj values.
With the limited cohort size of 34, we restricted the learning techniques
employed to simple methods (PCA and LDA) which would limit over-fitting
by minimising the number of parameters. A larger cohort would permit use of
more advanced techniques with more parameters, such as manifold learning and
non-linear classifiers (e.g. SVMs), as well as reduce the variance in our results.
Our framework could also be applied to other cardiac pathologies for which
abnormal deformations might be expected, and could be assessed with respect
to a healthy subject motion atlas, and in conjunction with clinical indicators to
predict disease occurrence or treatment outcome in the future.
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